LA Basin Technician’s
Take Charge of the ROW

CIA (Continuous Improvement Agents) Briefing: This article is the first of many
that will attempt to communicate the “continuous improvement” efforts of Lean
Practitioners and Improvement Agents within Shell Pipeline.

In July 2012, Shell Carson Distribution and Pipeline Facilities were reorganized.
One of the goals of this reorganization was to align the West Coast Pipeline
Asset Integrity Group with its counterpart in the GOM. As part of this reorganization, Rob Pace, WR Asset Integrity Manager, acquired the responsibilities of
the LA Basin Pipeline Maintenance group, which originally consisted of ten
Technicians and a Supervisor, but was downsized to eight Technicians, one of
them being a working Lead. Although this reorganization brought better alignment between the two regional AI groups, it also brought challenges as well as
a plethora of opportunities to grow this hard working Team.

At the time of the reorganization, Technicians spent more than 60% of their time
on standby activities. The 405 Freeway Expansions alone require substantial
excavation monitoring 24/7. Faced with a reduced staff, this team of Technicians worked daily to manage this major metropolitan expansion while little to
no “Proactive Maintenance,” “Project Involvement” or “Growth Opportunities”
were afforded to them. This team of hard working Technicians simply found
themselves in a daily reactionary mode in the interest of ongoing Third Party
Damage Prevention for Shell’s Pipelines. The following chart reflects the work
flow and time allocations before their CI journey.
Current Work Flow

Current Time Allocation
(60%+ Stand-bys)

The AI group quickly recognized that they had resource issues that required
urgent attention. The Technician simply could not continue in this reactionary
mode and expect to proactively manage the pipeline maintenance or develop
personally. In an effort to eliminate this reactionary mode, the Technician’s
teamed up with Rob Pace and Dennis Wymore, Lean Coach, to focus on “Value
Added Activity” for the Shell Staff, while keeping “Third Party Damage Prevention” as the top priority. They started performing “go and see” activities with the
Technicians in order to experience their day-to-day challenges and develop an
understanding of how the group could maintain and improve upon its current
workload with less staff and supervision. The goal was to create an “empowered
work force” with accountability and alignment on “work standards,” “standard
work” and “standard operating procedures,” while sustaining ZERO Third Party
Damage to our pipelines.
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The following chart reflects the desired work flow and time allocations.
Desired Work Flow

Desired Time Allocation

In order to implement this new
model, a shift rotation was
developed to allow for stability,
growth and accountability, yet
still ensuring sufficient stand-by
coverage occurring both day
and night. The team developed
some “Visual Management” tools to assist with this new way of working. These tools consisted of magnetic maps and
T card boards. The maps are used for monitoring and communicating all third party excavations near Shell’s Pipelines.
The T card boards are used to identify all maintenance tasks or inspections within a 6-month period. The two tools are
used collectively to allow for synergies among all Technicians by displaying their status and tasks in a visual
manner. The benefits of these tools include workload stabilization, effective planning, effective communications
and teamwork.
Nick DeCrescenzo,
Pipeline Lead, said “It
provides an instant
snapshot of the previous,
current and future
workloads so I can
determine where best to
put our resources.“
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Nicholas
DeCrescenzo,
Pipeline Lead,
spends his time
planning and coordinating resources,
making field visits,
mentoring and
developing employees and actively looking for continuous improvement opportunities.
Casey Halstead and Alex Garcia, ROW Technician’s, are the owners of
One-Call tickets, line marking and standby activities. Their new schedule
allows for more office time on Monday’s so that they may manage ROW
Contractors and plan for upcoming excavations throughout the week.

Alex Garcia, ROW Technician, said, “Every team member can see the current hot spots along the ROW.”

Alex Meza, Louie Cervantes, Brent Cooper, Sean Gonzales and Robert
Ramirez, Pipeline Technician’s, alternate job assignments every six months
to advance their skills and become subject matter experts on all LA Basin
Assets.

The assets have been split up into three areas. Each person is assigned to a specific area and is responsible for
scheduled maintenance, proactive maintenance and inspection activities. The two remaining employees are either assigned to night duty or on special assignment filling in where needed, assisting with DOT inspections, taking time for
training and inspecting on projects such as hydro-tests or tool runs. The “Visual Management” tools enable these
Technicians to stay on task with these “Value Added Activities” and management of their workloads.

Alex Meza, Pipeline Technician, said, “We are proactive and take ownership.”
Sean Gonzalez, Pipeline Technician, said, “It eliminates the stress of not knowing what’s going on. We can plan smarter and even out the workload.”
Rob Pace, WR Asset Integrity Manager and Improvement Agent, said, “Prior to this CI journey, these Technicians were in a reactionary mode that didn’t allow
for personal development or proactive work habits. We as an organization spent more time developing Third Party Inspectors than developing our own Staff.
That simply had to change. These Technicians are now empowered to manage their own work and drive continuous improvement for the business, as well
as establish a developmental plan for their individual careers with Shell. Additionally, they have taken full ownership of their areas of responsibility through
“Visual Management” and use of other “Continuous Improvement” tools such as the “5S.” I’m inspired by their ownership and dedication to this CI culture and
am looking forward to their ongoing journey.”

Congratulations goes out to Nick DeCrescenzo, Alex Garcia, Casey Halstead, Alex Meza, Louie Cervantes, Brent
Cooper, Sean Gonzales and Robert Ramirez for working around the clock to protect the integrity of Shell’s pipelines
by focusing on stand-by activity, aligning with standards, ensuring consistency, adding barriers and taking ownership.
Through this continuous improvement journey, Shell continues its commitment of operating safely (and efficiently) in
the public domain.

What

Means to Me...
“Diversity to me is about being treated and treating
everyone the same with physical and cultural blindness.”
~John Domagala

“Diversity to me is being able to accept different cultures
and ideas and working together to accomplish a common
goal.” ~ Tony Fernandez
“Diversity means individuals from a wide variety of
backgrounds and varying levels of work experience are
able to successfully work together.” ~ Kendall Lemelle
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2012 Overall HSSE & SP Award Winner

On behalf of the GOM HSSE & SP Award Team, Leadership Team and Employees, Congratulations to Doug Miller,
Mechanical Technician at Houma Station, on being selected as the 2012 Overall HSSE & SP Award Winner.

Due to Doug’s persistence and knowledge the barge loading arm at the Houma Marine Terminal was taken out of
service and removed for inspection. After the loading arm was removed and taken to Frisco’s yard and off loaded the
loading arm cable broke. Upon further investigation it was found that the cable had significant corrosion hidden by
tape being wrapped around a turnbuckle to protect personnel from the end of the cable. If the arm had not been taken
out of service and the cable broke when the loading arm was in service it could have caused severe injury to the Shore
Officer or barge personnel, significant damage to the loading arm and/or an environmental incident. Thanks to Doug’s
actions these incidents were avoided.
Thanks to everyone who submitted a nomination in
2012, and congratulations to all the quarterly winners
and all who were nominated.

If you see a co-worker or group of co-workers display
leadership in the areas of Health and Safety or Social
Performance, complete the nomination form and
submit it for consideration. Award Guidelines and
Nomination forms can be found online.
Doug Miller

Lonnie Carter, Dennis Cazenave, Doug
Miller, Greg Smith, Mel Duplantis

2013 Theme: Be Safe

=

Congratulations, Doug!

Make Money

Kendall Lemelle

Greg Smith- Be Safe
Kevin Nichols – Make Money
Michele Joy- Have Fun!

=

Have Fun!

Capline I-269 reroute project led by Nick Stone with SPLC
inspector Gary McMillan supporting.
Project Scope: Reroute ~1000’ of Capline to accommodate an
interstate expansion in Mississippi
=Reroute required due to low angle of intersection with interstate
(27° vs. 30° minimum per API 1102)
=Will require a 24” bypass to eliminate downtime during tie-ins

Capline I-269 Reroute

Site Clearing
Pipe Trench

FBE Field Joint Coating Application

Aligning the 90° Bend
Forged Fitting Weld Pre-Heat with Induction Coil

Lowering Pipe into Trench

24” Coupon

24” Bypass Stopple

Setting 40” Stopple Cutter

40” Coupon

Out and About in SPLC

St. James/Sorrento/Norco – Engagement Session

Wayne Gravois, Danny Eldridge,
Wayne Hanson, Don Labat

David Marler, Damon Williams, John Brooks,
Kenny Winchester, Michael Marciante

Bill Webb, Debbie Bourgeois,
Cristy Laiche, Wayne Hanson
Marty Gendron, Marvin Hawley,
Chad Cavalier, Rey Prado,
Robert Smith, Keith Ordoyne
Barney Callahan, Tony Cochran,
Scott Rachal, Fredrick Ford,
Eric Wells, Jerry Juncker

Houston Town Hall Meeting

Don Morris, Charles Purgahn,
John Doll, Andy Stilley

Operations Support Meeting
Shari Kaminska, Jessica Neil, Teri
Wohlgemuth, Keith Smith, Larry Lamaison

David Scruggs, James Simmons
Back row: Shon Francis, Veronica Hernandez
Leslie Jones, Eric Buschhorn, Judy Vong

“On January 11, 2013, I was at the block valve on the west side of Wax
Lake Outlet when this bear walked out within a couple hundred feet of me.
He crossed the right-of-way three times within 20 minutes. I had heard
that there were bears in this area, but I had never seen one. ~ Chris Files
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Frank Maraia during a
recent trip to the Shell
Albian Sands Muskeg
River Mine operation
in Alberta, Canada.
The scale of the
operation was quite
impressive.

Andy Stilley

Gulf Coast Console 1 – Chris Box, Controller

John Brooks

Chemical Console 2 – Art Jackson, Controller

"Clashy Clothes" Contest
Left: Jill E. Derise - the Winner!
Right: Juri Koern

So. Louisiana Console 9 –
Shawn Hudson, Controller Trainee

So. Louisiana Console 9 –
Coley Adams, Controller

New Orleans, LA: Larry Lamaison
and Gary Stovall

Getting to Know...The SPLC Pipeline Growth Group

It’s a very exciting time to be in the pipeline business in North America! Every day it seems there is an
announcement of a new pipeline project somewhere in Canada and the US. Shell Pipeline Company has
identified a number of growth projects to pursue that builds upon its existing footprint and could double
the cash flow of the company by 2019, if successful.

The SPLC Pipeline Growth Group was formed in April 2012, to manage the development of the projects that
are over $100 million, utilizing Shell’s Opportunity Realization Process (ORP). Michele Joy, GM Pipeline
Growth, leads the group. Geoff Gauthier, Trey Hartstern and Keli Wall are Business Opportunity Managers
(BOM’s), who manage the different projects. Ken Zimmerman, Sr. Development Planner, and Catherine Glaze,
Development Planner, lend their individual expertise in providing crucial support to the BOM’s. Dionne Nealy
is the Finance Manager supporting the Growth Group.

Former ARCOnians: Catherine Glaze,
Keli Wall, Ken Zimmerman
From L to R: Catherine Glaze, Trey Hartstern, Michele Joy, Ken
Zimmerman, Keli Wall, Geoff Gauthier. Not pictured: Dionne Nealy

Facts About the Folks in the Group:

Dionne is the only member of the group who has spent her entire
career with Shell. Ken, Catherine and Keli all worked together at
ARCO Pipeline Company. Trey was in the Navy and Geoff worked
for a consulting company. Michele is a lawyer who has worked in
Africa and Washington D.C.

Geoff Gauthier, Dionne Nealy, Trey Hartstern
We are from all over. Michele’s dad was in the Air Force so she
lived in several places, including: Tucson, Arizona; Labrador, Canada; Washington, DC; Madrid, Spain; Vernon,
France; and Minnetonka, Minnesota. Trey was also raised in a military family and grew up mostly in Michigan
and Pennsylvania. Geoff grew up outside of Boston, Massachusetts, Dionne outside of Tampa, Florida and
Keli in Pueblo, Colorado. Ken grew up on a dairy farm in southern Illinois and Catherine is a native
Houstonian having spent her youth on a rice farm outside of Katy, Texas!

Geoff, Trey and Keli all like to ski and travel. Catherine, Dionne and Michele are very involved in kid raising
activities (which are hopefully not hair-raising!). Ken likes to “farm,” which means outside on the family land
in Illinois.

The one thing we all have in common is that we are working in our dream jobs! The markets are changing
rapidly and waves of new crude are coming on line. Developing our Growth projects sets Shell Pipeline up to
be the premier provider of Gulf of Mexico transportation services and to really improve market liquidity
between Texas and Louisiana. Each of projects also improves the economics for other Shell Upstream and
Downstream projects, putting SPLC in a central role to deliver key elements of the Shell agenda. We find it
energizing to take a project from idea to reality, and love working with all the great SPLC staff to make these
projects happen.
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SPLC Promotes Safety Around the World

On February 12-14, 2013, Bakersfield, Coalinga and Tracy
employees discussed pipeline safety at the world’s largest
annual agriculture exposition known as the World Ag Expo in
Tulare, CA. With Shell’s pipeline assets located in the heart of
agriculturally rich areas, Shell had the opportunity to be
amongst 1,600 exhibitors reaching out to 100,000 visitors
worldwide. Successfully, the team enhanced awareness of
Shell’s pipeline infrastructure, improved the understanding of
safe excavation practices and built relationships with people
who repeatedly dig. Our booth was equipped with the #22
Shell show car and simulators attracting excavators from all
over California and the world.

SPLC looks forward to promoting safe digging and emergency
response at future events that are abundant with affected
public, public officials, emergency responders and excavators
living and working near our assets.

2013 Shell Pipeline Old Timer’s Group Luncheon

On March 5, 2013, SPLC Houston Area Retirees came together to celebrate good friends, good food and a good time!
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Signal Hill Contractors Take Pride in Their Work

A unique partnership has developed between SPLC and Social Vocational Services, Inc.
(SVS). The Shell Signal Hill Terminal contracts with SVS workers with intellectual and
developmental disabilities to provide landscape and clean up services while at the same
time earning a wage, building confidence and job skills.
SVS offers a wide variety of services to meet the needs and interests of this diverse
population. One of the most important of these programs is Employment Services, which
offers a range of job options in the community, a variety of work hours and 100% job
coaching.

In the case of the Shell partnership, individuals are transported to the site by trained
activities coordinators and taught how to handle the equipment, be safe and complete the
assigned tasks. Their coach, Grant Palmer, commented, “We enjoy being part of the Shell
team, and appreciate the opportunity given to our clients to enhance their work skills.”

Shell Terminal Operations Supervisor, Alan Rodriguez, believes through this business and
humanistic approach of placing persons in employment, SVS provides a “win-win” experience
for Shell and for persons with disabilities. An SVS client named Claudia said, “I feel proud
to have a job and make money. It makes me happy to go to work.”
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Grant Palmer (coach), Richard Curry (client) and
Teresa Donaldson (client) are contracted by the
Shell Signal Hill Terminal.
For more information about SVS, please visit
www.socialvocationalservices.org.

Pilot Testing New Tools for Leak Detection and ROW Intrusion
by John Hayward, Pipeline Leak Detection and Surge Analysis

In 2012 and early 2013, Shell Pipeline was host to a pilot test for a number of new technologies aimed at improving pipeline
leak detection and detecting equipment on a right-of-way. These new technologies were being tested as part of Shell’s
Global Asset Integrity Review (GAIR), and were also partially funded by the Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation. This
Global effort looked at technology from companies in the US, the UK, and Brazil and observers were present from Nigeria,
Oman, and the Netherlands.
In total, five new leak detection tools were tested. Some were mass-balance systems, similar to our existing line balance
in Vector. Others used high-sensitivity pressure sensors to look for the acoustic signature of a release and one technology
used fiber optic cable that could sense the sound of a leaking pipeline. The fiber
ANSI 600 leak rig piping and valve manifold
optic system was also tested in 2013, for its ability to detect heavy equipment, like
a backhoe, on the pipeline ROW. The test pipeline was the Cross Channel 16”
(aka Deer Park Rail 16”) that runs from Colex West to the Deer Park Rail
terminal and then under the Houston Ship Channel. The line was chosen
because it already had fiber optic cable installed and it operates frequently
so that a leak test could be reliably scheduled.
The Leak Test: On October 30, 2012, we created a “live” leak on the Cross
Channel 16” by opening a 2” line into a temporary tank. The leak rate was 800
BPH, or 10% of the flow through the pipeline. The test was unannounced to the
Controller on duty – we wished to test our response to a release as well as the
new tools. All the new systems detected the release within one minute. We
continued the test until the Controller, Billy Ward, received the Vector line balance alert which led him to investigate and subsequently shut down the pipeline.
The pipeline was re-started so we could continue testing with smaller leak sizes.

The fiber optic system and the acoustic systems could detect an 80 BPH leak
(1% of flow) in one minute. No system could detect a 14 BPH (0.2%) leak.
The Right-of-Way Test: The fiber optic system has a bonus – it can also detect
equipment on the pipeline right-of-way. To test this, in Feburary 2013, we did a
series of tests on the right-of-way between Colex West and Deer Park Rail. The
tests included a rubber-tired backhoe, a Polaris buggy, hand digging and even
personnel running on the ROW.

The area between Colex West and Deer Park Rail is very busy area – the pipeline
crosses at least 10 other pipelines, several rail lines, and even goes under the
Beltway 8 overpass. The fiber optic system has to be able to filter all that noise
and detect a backhoe striking the ground, before it reaches the pipeline. The
ability to detect people on the ROW is a feature of interest in several parts of the
world.

Ground strikes to simulate digging

Tests conducted the week of February 18th showed that the fiber system can
detect digging by a backhoe and buggy traffic on the ROW. The system could not
reliably detect hand digging or personnel running; the 16” Cross Channel is buried
deep enough to dampen the vibrations from those activities. The fiber optic
system is still running at Colex to allow for a longer-term test of false alarms.

The Future: The new tools show promise, but have some limitations. Installing fiber on an existing pipeline would be a
massive undertaking, so the fiber system is limited to new pipelines and there are questions that remain concerning
directional digs and other large crossings. All the systems had an issue with false alarms, can those be eliminated given
time to “tune” the systems? These tools presently run on off-the-shelf computers – how do we make these systems reliable
enough to depend on them for leak or equipment detection? In other words, how do we harden them like a field PLC?
These questions are being answered through further testing, globally and at Colex West. We are constantly striving to
prevent releases, by preventing third-party damage, and to minimize the size and consequence of a release through prompt,
accurate detection.
Acknolwedgements: A lot of people at Colex were integral to this testing, but it would not have happened without the hard
work of Gerald Carabajal, James Lawrence, and Ronnie Brian.
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2013 Safety Slogan Contest Winner
By most popular vote, Peyton Ross,
Pipeline Integrity & Asset Restore Lead,
has been named the
2013 Safety Slogan Contest Winner!
Peyton won with the slogan:
“Think Safety. Act Safely.”
which fits perfectly with this year’s
“Back to Basics” theme.

Congratulations, Peyton!

Tykeliners

Samuel Joseph Haydell
Born on December 27, 2012
7 lbs., 3 oz., 19 in. long
Son of CJ & Candace Haydell
Grandson of Francis & Stephanie Waguespack

Joshua Wen Shanks
Born on August 14, 2010
Welcomed into the Shank family
on December 3, 2012
Son of Micah & Heather Shanks

Gabriella Patricia Cevallos
Born on December 27, 2012
7 lbs., 19 in. long
Daughter of Torie & Abraham Cevallos
Granddaughter of Geoff Sanders & Karin Gates

August David Hegemier
Born on February 7, 2013
8 lbs., 3 oz.
Son of Jay & Ashley Hegemier
Grandson of Dennis Hegemier

Bella June Martinez
Born on November 28, 2012
6 lbs., 5 oz.
Daughter of Ryan & Nicole Martinez

Klarke Brexton Soape
Born on January 10, 2013
7 lbs., 15 oz.
Son of Brad & Deanna Soape

Kaison Gene Thompson
Born on November 27, 2012
7 lbs., 13 oz., 22 in. long
Son of Kendall & Derek Thompson
Grandson of David Scruggs
Anders Isaac Lloyd
Born on January 25, 2013
7 lbs., 4 oz.
Grandson of Pam Alley

Luke Joshua Young
Born on March 11, 2013
10 lbs., 12 oz., 21 in. long
Son of Josh & Ashley Young
Madison Simmons
Born on November 27, 2012
8 lbs.,15 oz.
Daughter of Major & Monica Simmons
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Service
Anniversaries
20 Years

Mark D. Baker, HOUCBD, CC-TECHNICAL-COMMUNICATIONS SUPPORT

25 Years

Ricky L. Penney, Coalinga Pipeline, UPPER SJV-COLINGATRACYMTC
Domingo V. Nunez, Tracy Station, UPPER SJV-COLINGATRACYMTC
Patricia A. Carter, HOUCBD, COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Jay E. Brown, St James Operations, GOM CAPLINE SPVR4
William H. Thompson, Carson Terminal, WR-CARSON TERM OPERATIONS

30 Years

Robert E. Bliss, HOUCBD, CC-SCADA PROJECT AND SUPPORT
Terri R. Jouty, Norco Operations, GOM CHEMICAL PRODUCTS - NORCO
Roger D. Oeser, HOU AREA/COLEX TERM, GOM TECHNICAL - PROJECTS

35 Years

Melvin B. Duplantis, Houma District, OPERATIONS SUPPORT
George M. Lopez, Coalinga Pipeline, UPPER SJV-COLINGATRACYMTC
Patricia J. Johnson, HOUCBD, OPERATIONS SUPPORT
James S. Kilgore, New Orleans, GOM TECHNICAL - PROJECTS

40 Years

Barry J. Gilmore, Houma District, GOM HO-HO OPERS SUPVR1

Please Send Story Ideas
and Photos to:
Tina.Brignac@Shell.com

